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Chapter 1

Domino Tilings

1.1 Background

The origins of tilling dominoes goes as far back as the 13th century mostly arising 

from games of strategy. Since the 1960’s the formalization of dominoes and the 

regions they cover have become relevant to a variety of mathematical branches. In 

1961, Wang presented a problem in mathematical logic framed around deciding a 

region could be tiled or not [24]. In 1966 Wang’s student Berger reinterpreted the 

solution to Wang’s question into a version of the halting problem by connecting 

Turing Machines to tilings [2]. In addition to Wang’s result in 1961 Kasteleyn and 

Fisher-Temperley proved independently that
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enumerates the number of non-overlapping domino tilings of a 2m x 2n rectangle. 

Discovering this precise formula was motivated entirely by research in phase transi

tions of matter governed by the laws of thermodynamics[12, 10]. The Kasteleyn and 

Fisher-Temperley result demonstrates that enumeration of domino tilings can have 

meaningful interpretations in other scientific areas.

Wang and Berger’s results are illustrative of the inherent complexity underlying 

the space of domino tilings.

In the first half of this thesis, our focus will be on dominoes and tilings. The 

study of dominoes and tilings goes back to the 1960s and has been of much recent 

interest [11].

Definition 1 .1 . A domino is formed by two unit squares connected along a complete 

edge.

Definition 1 .2 . A domino tiling of a region R  is defined to be a covering of R  with 

dominoes such that each domino covers exactly two squares of the region and no 

two dominoes overlap.

The pertinent topic of the first half of this thesis will be the connectivity of 

the space of tilings of a region. The main mathematical tool used to analyze the 

underlying structure of connectivity will be the theory of toric ideals. We will focus 

on the world of 2-dimensional domino tilings. In terms of connectivity, various 

methods have been used to characterize the types of “local moves” from one tiled 

region to another. One of these moves is called a local flip, or equivalently, a flip.
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Definition 1.3. A local flip is the simplest move where we remove a pair of two 

adjacent parallel dominoes and replace them with two adjacent parallel dominoes in 

a perpendicular direction to the first pair.

Figure 1.1: A local flip

Definition 1.4. We say two tilings Ti and 2 are flip connected if there exists a 

sequence of local flips where we can obtain T2 from A cubiculated region R  is 

flip connected if every two tilings of R  are flip connected.

In 1990, Thurston gave a set of necessary conditions on R  in order for the space 

of tilings of R  to be flip connected.

T heorem  1.5. [22]I f  R  is a simply connected region in 2-dimensions, then R  is 

flip-connected.

In this thesis, we give an alternative proof of Theorem 1.5 using algebraic methods.
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1.2 Connections to graph theory

It is helpful to think of tilings of a cubiculated region as perfect matchings of a graph. 

Here we set up the terminology to construct this correspondence.

Definition 1 .6 . Given a graph G = (V, E), a matching M  is an independent edge 

set, i.e. no two edges of M  share a vertex. A perfect matching is a matching that 

covers all vertices in G.

Definition 1.7. Let Rbe a two-dimensional region. We define the graph associated 

to the domino tiling of R  be the graph that has one vertex for each square in R  and 

has an edge between a pair of vertices if their two corresponding squares in R  are 

connected by a line segment. We will denote this graph by Gr .

Definition 1 .8 . Let the region R be the m x n  box. Then G r  is denoted by G m,n and 

is the m x n  grid graph whose vertices correspond to the points in [0 , m] x [0 , n ]n Z 2.

By the construction of G r  from R, we can see that there is a one-to-one cor

respondence between tilings of R  and perfect matchings on the graph G r . This 

correspondence is illustrated in the example below.
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•------- •

•--------•

Figure 1.2: Let R = # 2,3) the 2 x 3  box. We have a tiling on R  and a perfect 

matching of £ 2,3

For the rest of this paper, we will refer to tilings and matchings interchangeably. 

We can use the underlying graph structure to be able to understand the space of 

2-dimensional domino tilings. While tilings on a cubiculated region R  can be charac

terized by perfect matchings on G r , moves between two tilings can be characterized 

by even cycles.

Definition 1.9. A walk on Gis a finite sequence of the form

W = ((vi, v2), (v2, v) , . . . ,  (vn_i, un))

with each Vi € V{G) and t>;) e E{G). In the case where — vn then w is 

called a closed walk. A cycle is a closed walk that traverses each vertex in the walk 

exactly once. The length of a cycle or closed walk is the number of edges in the walk. 

A closed walk is even if the cycle has even length. An even closed walk is primitive 

if it does not contain a proper closed even subwalk.
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Proposition  1.10. Let R be a two-dimensional cubiculated region. Every cycle of

the graph G r  is even.

Proof. Notice that for any two dimensional cubiculated region R, the graph G r  is 

a subgraph of Gm,n for some m  and n. In particular, G r  is bipartite. Thus, every

cycle of G r  is even [25]. □

Remark. Since every cycle of G r  is even, the only primitive even closed walks on G r  

are cycles. [15]

In the following proposition, we see that the union of two tilings of R  corresponds 

to a collection of cycles onG^.

P roposition  1 .11 . Let Ti and T2 be tilings and let U T2 (considered as a

multigraph). Then G will be a disjoint collection of even cycles. Note: We will be 

considering 2-cycles in our collection.

Proof. Consider the graph G = TiUT2 with n vertices. We know for each (G) the 

dega(i) =  2. By definition G must be a 2-regular graph of size n. A characterization 

of 2-regular graphs gives us that G will be formed by a disjoint collection of cycles

which is what we wanted to show. □

Since Gis a disjoint collection of cycles we introduce the following terminology.

Definition 1 .12 . Let Gbe a graph. We say C =  {Ci,C2, . . . ,  Cr} is a cycle cover of 

G if each Ci is a cycle and every vertex in G is covered by exactly one C*.
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Note that given a region R  and two tilings, T\ and T2, the multigraph C =  

Ti U T2 is a cycle cover of Gr . Additionally, we can think of the edges in C as 

two-colorable, specifically, we can color the edges corresponding to T\ red and the 

edges corresponding to T2 as blue.

Finally, we end this section with a discussion on chords, which will play a role in 

the algebra in the next two sections.

Definition 1.13. Let Cbe a cycle of a graph G =  (V, E). An edge is a chord 

of C  if e connects two vertices covered by C, but is not in C. A cycle is chordless if 

it does not have a chord in G.

Definition 1.14. Let C = ((vi,u2), (u2,V3) , . . . ,  (u„_i,un)) be an even cycle of a 

graph G = ( V, E). Let e =  (vt, Vj) E f i b e a  chord of C  with i < We say e is an 

even chord if j  — iis odd, in other words, if the two new cycles obtained by adding e 

to C  are both even.

Remark. Note that since every cycle in G r  is even, every chord of a cycle in G r  is 

even.

1.3 Toric Ideals of Graphs and Tiling Ideals

Given a graph there are several algebraic structures we can describe in association 

to that graph. While discussing the connection between domino tilings and cycles of 

grid graphs we will restrict to the realm of toric ideals.
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1.3.1 Toric Ideal of Graphs

We start the discussion for toric ideals by defining a fundamental algebraic object 

called a ring.

Definition 1.15. Let Rbe a set equipped with two binary operations (+, •), which 

refer to as addition and multiplication, respectively. We say R  forms a ring when 

the operations satisfies the following axioms:

(I) R  forms an abelian group under addition.

(II) Multiplication is associative.

(Ill) Multiplication is distributive with respect to addition.

Exam ple 1 .1 . Let R — Z4 = (0 ,1 ,2,3} and our binary operations the usual (+, •). 

One can verify that R  forms a ring with a multiplication table and Definition 1.15

Rings in a general setting have lots of underlying structure. One of these 

underlying objects is an ideal.

Definition 1.16. We define an ideal of a ring as a subset I C R  that satisfies the 

following axioms:

(I) If r,s  E I  then r + s £ I.
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(II) If r  G Rand sG I  then r ■ sG I.

An analogous structure in Group Theory is normal subgroups of a group. A key 

property that connects these two algebraic objects is that we can think of as a 

kernel of a ring homomorphism from R  similar to the way we can describe normal 

subgroups of G as the kernel of a group homomorphism.

In order to apply the theory of toric ideals we will talk about a particular family 

of rings.

Definition 1.17. Let K be a field. A polynomial ring K[x] =  K[xi, x2, . . .  in 

n-variables is a vector space over K  with respect to addition and multiplication by a 

scalar.

The toric ideals that we will study are ideals of polynomial rings. One property of 

polynomial rings that will be used is the fact that their ideals are finitely generated 

[9].

Definition 1.18. Let K[x] be a polynomial ring. Let I  C K[x] be an ideal of K[x]. 

Let {<70, gi, ■■■ ,9k} Q I- We say I  is finitely generated by {<7o>fl'i, • • •, if for all
r

r € I  we have
k

r = ^ o a g
i=0

where a* G K[x]. Then we call {go,gi,. . . ,  gk} a generating set of K[x].

Now we are ready to define toric ideal of a graph.
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Definition 1.19. Let Gbe a graph with edge set E  and vertex set V. Let =

K[ye I e G E[G]and K[V] = K[x„ | v G V(G)].

We construct an associated homomorphism of G as follows:

(j)G : K [E]-)• K[V]

ye.. i  ̂XiXj 

Then the toric ideal of G, denoted IG, is

la  := ker(0c) =  { /  € K[B] : =  0}.

Toric ideals of graphs have been well-studied, and in fact, their generating sets

can be described by primitive closed even walks.

Definition 1 .2 0 . Let wbe a closed even walk,

W = (^Vi,V2),(V2,V3),...,(v2n ,

where ej =  (fi, Then we can define a binomial arising from closed even walk

n n

Ve2i - \  ~  f| Ve2i-
i=l i=l

Proposition  1 .2 1 . [23] Given graph G, the ideal IG is generated by the set of
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binomials arising from closed even primitive walks on G.

Just as we can define a binomial arising from a closed walk, we can define a 

binomial associated to two tilings.

Definition 1 .2 2 . Given two tilings Ti and T2 of a cubiculated region R  regarded as 

perfect matchings in Gr , we can define the binomial arising from (Ti,T2) to be

b t ut 2 =  n  yei -n  Uer
e,eTi ej€T2

Definition 1.23. For ease of notation, we will use the following monomial shorthand. 

Let Eq C E(G), then we define

yEo := Y [ yei.
ei€E0

Thus, we will write Btut2 as

Bti,t2 = yTl -  vTi-

Proposition  1.24. Let R be a cubiculated region. Let T\ and T2 be two tilings of 

R. Then the binomial Btut2 arising from (Ti,T2) is in the toric ideal Igr -

Proof. Let T\ and T2 be two tilings and Brx t2 be the associated binomial. We want
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to show that B tx,t2 € Igr - Consider the image

(t)GR(BTl,T2).

Then by definition of the binomial we get

4>gr(BTi ,t2) = (f>GR(yTl - yT2)- 

Then since (f>aR is a homomorphism we get to distribute and get

4>gr{BTi ,t2) =  4>gr (yTl) -  4>gr (yT2) = <t>GR(yei) -  J J  <j>GR{yej)-
e,eTi ejeT2

Then by definition of (f>cR and since T\ and T2 are both perfect matchings of G r

(f>GR(BTl,T2) = X i -  =  0.
idV(GR)

Therefore, we get cancellation of the monomials and Btut2 £ Igr - □

1.3.2 Moves between tilings

We are concerned with moving between two tilings T\ and T2 of a cubiculated region. 

In essence, a move is replacing a set of dominoes D\ with another set of dominoes 

Z?2> such that the replacement results in a tiling. We will encode a move by (Di, Z)2).
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A move has size d if \Di\ =  |Z?2| =  d.

Definition 1.25. Given a cubiculated region R  and associated graph The 

binomial arising from the tiling move ( D\,D)in Iqr is

yDl -  y °2-

T heorem  1.26. If Igr is generated by binomials of degree d or less, then the set of 

tilings of a cubiculated region R  is connected by moves of size d or less.

Proof. Suppose Iqr is generated by binomials of degree less than or equal to d.

Let U, V  be two tilings of R. Let A  = {yUl -  yVl, . . .  ,y Uk -  yVk} be a generating 

set of Iqr where deg(yUi — yVi)< d for each 1 < < Then B uy = yu — yv = 

cti(yUl — yVl) + ■ ■ ■ +  otk(yUk — yVk) where a, G K[E(Gi?)] for all i. Notice that, by 

distributively, we can rewrite B uy  as follows

B uy  =  ah (yUii - y Vii ) +  . . .  +  air (yUir -  yVi- )

where yUii — yVii G A  and each is a non-zero monomial. We will specify an order 

in which to write our a*’s. Since the left hand side contains yu lets choose i\ such 

that

yu =  .
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and for each subsequent j  choose ij+i such that

<*j+i yUij+1 =  ajy Vij-

The arrangement implies that B uy  is a telescoping sum starting with yu and ending 

with yv . Using the binomial expansion of B uy  in terms of A, let us construct a 

sequence of tilings that correspond to the intermediate terms of our telescoping sum:

T0 = U

Ti = (ToX ui^U v^

T-2 =  (Ti \  Ui2) U Vi2

Tr = (Tr_i \  uirU vir) = V

and in general

Tj =  (Tj-i \  uij) U vXj

By construction, ,the move that takes us from to Tj is {u^ , ). Since

deg {yUi> — yVii ) < d,the move {uij, vXj) has size less than or equal to d, thus U and 

V  are connected by moves of size d or less.
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□

T heorem  1.27. Let R be a cubiculated region with the associated graph Then 

R is connected by the set of moves corresponding to the set of chordless cycles ofGR.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1 in [15] Igr is generated by the set of binomials arising from 

primitive closed even walks on G r . Since G r  is bipartite, the only primitive closed 

even walks on G r  are even cycles (see, for example, Proposition 2.2 in [16]) . 

Furthermore, by the work of Ohsugi and Hibi , we can further reduce the generating 

set to binomials arising from closed even chordless cycles of G#[15]. Finally, from 

the Proof of 1.26, we see that the set of moves corresponding to the binomials in a 

generating set of Iqr will connect the space tilings of R. □

C orollary 1.28. Let 2d be the size of the largest even chordless cycle in G r . Then 

the space of tilings of R  is connected by moves of size d or less.

1.3.3 Tiling Ideals

Theorem 1.27 and Corollary 1.3.2 give a bound on the size of moves need to connect 

the space of tilings of a region R, however, this bound can be arbitrarily large. For 

example, let m,n>3, then Gm>n contains a chordless cycle of length 2(m +  n).

A flip move (£>i, £>2) corresponds to a 4-cycle in G r  and the corresponding 

binomial yDl — y °2 has degree 2 . Conversely, any quadratic binomial in Iqr must 

correspond to a 4-cycle [16], and consequently, a flip move. Thus, to show that the
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space of tilings of a region R  is flip connected, we need to show that every binomial 

arising from two tilings is generated by quadratics.

Definition 1.29. Let Rbe a cubiculated region with associated graph The 

ideal of R  is defined as follows:

JRf iip'■= (vDl ~  y ° 2 ■ P i ,  A>) is a flip move ) C I Gr.

The tiling ideal of R  is defined as follows:

^uing = (yTl ~  yTi '■ r i> T2 are tilings of R ) C IGr.

Using the flip and tiling ideal, we can use the language of ideals to restate what 

it means for a region to be flip-connected.

P roposition  1.30. A region R is flip-connected if and only if

^^tiling —  ^Rflip  *

Proof. Using the correspondence between binomials and moves established in the 

proof of Theorem 1.26, we can see a binomial arising from two tilings is

generated by quadratics if and only if Ti and T2 are connected by moves of size 2. 

The only moves of size two are flip moves. □
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1.3.4 Lemmas on binomials arising from tilings

In this section, we state and prove a couple of lemmas that will be helpful in giving 

an algebraic proof of Theorem 1.5.

Lem m a 1.31. Let T\ and T2 be two tilings of a cubiculated region R  with corre

sponding cycle cover Ti U T2 =  C — (Ci, . . . ,  of Then B tut 2 can be written 

as a linear combination of binomials arising from walks

Proof. We will induct on r, the number of cycles in C.

Construct a closed walk Wi on each Ci £ by starting with an edge in Ti, then 

the binomial arising from Wi is as follows:

Bct ■= n  * -  n  ye-
eeTiDCi e€T2nCi

Next notice that the a binomial arising from a 2-cycle Ci has the following form

Vj -  Vj-

Therefore adding Bct is equivalent to adding zero. Thus, we will assume that each 

cycle in C is of length at least four.

Let r  =  1. Then C = {Ci}, and consequently,

b t ut 2 =  Bci-
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Now, assume the statement holds for r — 1. Let us construct the following sets:

J l  =  T i \ { C i f l T 1}

and

^  = T2 \{C 1n T 2}.

Notice

B ti,t2 = VTlBCl

Since T[ and T'2 are tilings of a cubiculated subregion C with cycle cover 

{C2, . . . ,C r}, we can apply our inductive hypothesis, thus Bt ',t  ̂ can be written 

as a linear combination of binomials arising from {C2, . . .  ,Cr}, and our statement 

holds. □

Exam ple 1.2.Consider the tilings Ti and T2. Let T\ UT2 shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Ti and T2 

Lets consider a new labeling on G = {y 1 , 1/2 , ■ ■ ■, Vio] where 1 € T\ and
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Figure 1.4: 7\ and T2 correspond to perfect matchings of the 2 x 5-grid. 

fj2i £ T2 . Consider the binomial associated with G.

B g =  2/12/32/52/72/9 -  2/22/42/62/82/10- 

We can rewite Bq as follows

Bg =  2/52/72/9(2/12/3 -  2/22/4) +  2/22/4(2/52/72/9 -  2/e2/s2/io) •

Notice that 2/5̂ 2/9(2/12/3 -  2/22/4) =  4cycle and 2/22/4(2/52/72/9 -  2/e2/s2/io) =  6cycle.

Specific chords in G/j, called flip chords, give us hints on when we can write a 

binomial arising from two tilings in terms of two binomials of smaller degree.

Definition 1.32. Let Co be a cycle. A fl chord of in =  (V, E) is an edge 

e € E  such that the graph Co U {e} contains a 4-cycle. If {Co, Ci, . . .  is a 

collection of cycles, then we say e is a flip chord if e is a flip chord of some

Ci in G.
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Definition 1.33. Let Rbe a two-dimensional cubiculated region and C a cycle cover 

of G r . We say e € E ( G r ) is a boundary flip chord of if e is a flip chord of C and if 

the edge opposite e in the constructed 4-cycle is a boundary edge of G r  (an edge 

( u, v)  is an boundary edge of G r  if the squares corresponding to u  and v  are on the 

boundary of R).

Proposition  1.34. Let R be the disjoint union of a set of 2-dimensional contractible 

cubiculated regions with associated graph G r . Let T\ and be two tilings of R. I f  

G r  contains an edge that is a boundary flip chord =  Ti U T2, then y Tl — 

can be written as the linear combination of a quadratic and a binomial arising from 

two tilings T[ and T2 of a proper subregion C that is the disjoint union of 

contractible regions.

Proof. Let R  be the disjoint union of a set of 2-dimensional contractible cubiculated 

regions with associated graph G r . Let Ti and T2 be tilings of R  and let U T2

be the corresponding cycle cover of G r . Suppose C has a boundary flip chord in 

G r . Then, by definition, there exists an edge, which we will denote be e such that 

C U {e} contains a 4-cycle.

Let’s label the 4-cycle of CU {e} as (1,2,3, e) where e is the flip-chord and the 

edge labeled 2 is on the boundary of Gr . Refer to Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.3 for a 

visual reference of a flip chord. Let R' be the subregion of R  obtained by removing 

the two squares corresponding to the vertices in the edge labeled 2; the subregion R' 

is the disjoint union of contractible regions since edge 2 is on the boundary of R.
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In the case where {1,3} C T\, consider the following tilings of R':

7I =  (7 i \{ l , 3} )U{e}  7? =  T2 \{2}.

Then can write yTl — yTi explicitly in the following form

yTx _  y T2 _  yTl\{1.3 } ^ l2/3 _  y2y ej +  y 2(yT'l -  2).

Thus, we see that yTl — yT2 can be written in terms of a quadratic binomial associated 

to the 4-cycle and a binomial arising from the tilings T[ and T2 of the proper sub- 

region R! C R.

Indeed, we observe that

|ij| = l ( r i - { i , 3 } u { e})| = |Zil- i<P i|

and

\Tl\ = IT, -  {2}| =  \T2\ -  1 < |T2|.

In the case, where {1,3} C T2, consider the following tilings of R'\

7T =  r i \ { 2} T2 = (T2 \  {1,3}) U {e}.
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Then can write yTl — yTi explicitly in the following form

yTl _  yT2 =  y^ yT' _  y T .^ ^ \  1 ̂  ̂  ̂

Thus, again, we see that yTl — yTi can be written in terms of a quadratic binomial 

associated to the 4-cycle and a binomial arising from the tilings T[ and T'2 of the 

proper sub-region R' C R.

□

Exam ple 1.3. Consider the 2 x 5-grid graph. The labeling convention for the edges 

will be to label the left-north most edge 1 and then label increasing by one in the 

clock-wise direction.

•  •  •    •

*............#........... * ...........i ...........k

Figure 1.5: 2 x 5—grid graph

Suppose Gk contains an edge that is a flip chord. We will call the flip chord e. 

Then by definition of flip chord this implies that given Cr1;r2 f°r two tilings we know 

that Ct!,t2 U e contains a 4-cycle. Consider the binomial formed by 7\ and T2,

b Tut2 =  yTl -  yT2-
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where explicitly yTl = y m y ^ y s  and yT2 =  y^y^ym Q -  Consider U {e},

•  •  #  •  •

i — .— i ----------- • --------- • ----------•

Figure 1.6: The formed cycles, a 4-cycle and and 8-cycle.

We want to show that there exists monomials a  and (3 such that aB icyc\e +  

PBgcycie = yTl ~ VT2 • We can algebraically solve for a  and yd by using the following 

expression

<*(yii/& -  yeyw) + PiyeVzysyi -  y iy iym )

to choose our a  and (3.

Thus, a = 2/32/52/72/9 and (3 =  2/10• Then we can verify algebraically that

y Ti _  y T2 _ (y3y5y7y9)B4cycle +  (2/10) Ŝcycle-
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(l) •4.....  e

(2)

(3)

Figure 1.7: Factoring 4-cycles out of G using flip chords

Notice 5 8cycie corresponds to a cover of a square collection of size 8 obtained by 

removing the two left-most squares (i.e. vertices). Observe that yTl —yTi is a product 

of cubics not quadratics. In order to demonstrate the desired result we continue the 

procedure until we reach the last 4-cycle as in Figure 1.3. We get —

2/32/52/7(s/12/9 - y e V l o )  +</5?/lO?/e (2/32/7“ %?//) +l/lO?/el//(?/S? / 5 + y 4 2 / 6 y i o ( l / e?//

and each of our flips corresponds to a 4-cycle.
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1.4 Connectivity of Tilings of 2 D  Regions

We conclude this half of the thesis with showing any binomial arising from two tilings 

of a disjoint union Rof a set of contractible 2D cubiculated regions is generated by 

quadratics. This allows us to prove that the space of tilings of R  is flip-connected.

1.4.1 Results

T heorem  1.35. Let R be the disjoint union of a set of contractible cubiculated regions. 

Any binomial arising from two distinct tilings of R is generated by quadratics. In 

particular, IRtiling C IRfUp.

Proof. We will proceed by induction on k, the size of the region R. For the base case, 

consider the case where R  is the 2 x 2 box, which is the smallest cubiculated region 

with at least two distinct tilings. In this case, R  has exactly two tilings, or equivalently, 

Gr  has two perfect matchings (these are the two matchings corresponding to the 

blue edges and red edges in Figure 1.8). Using the labeling from Figure 1.8 , the 

binomial arising from the two corresponding tilings is 3 — y2V4 , which is quadratic.
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Figure 1.8: A 4-cycle with an associated binomial 2/12/3 — y2?/4

Now assume the statement is true for all disjoint unions of contractible cubiculated 

regions of size k — 1 or less and let Rbe a region of size k. If R  is not tileable, then

^Ruling is the zero ideal, and the statement holds vacuously, thus we will assume that 

R  is tileable and that Ti and T2 are two possible coverings of R.

Let Bmtn be an m x n  box such that R  can be embedded into 5 m>n. Embed R  in 

j Bmjn. Let i be the first row (working north to south) that contains a square of R  

and j  be the first column of row i (working left to right) that contains a square of R. 

We will call this square of R  embedded into the (i , j)th square of Bmn̂, the leftmost 

comer of the top row corner of R, and we will call the vertex of corresponding 

to this square, the leftmost corner of the top row of Gr .

1.4.2 Proof by Case Study Analysis

The proof will follow by cases, considering each of the ways =  Ti U T2 can cover 

the top-most-western corner of G r  (See Figure 1.9).
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Figure 1.9: An uncovered corner. 

Case 1: The comer is covered by a 2-cycle (See Figure 1.10.)

io■O’ ‘ 'V  • • • • •

• • • • • •

Figure 1.10: The case where the corner is covered by a 2-cycle

Our goal is to show Bt\,t2 is generated by quadratics. Let Ti =  7\ \  {1} and 

T2 =  T2 \  {1} be two tilings of the region C obtained by removing the 

two squares corresponding to the vertices in the edge labeled 1 in Figure 1.10.
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Then, we have
rpt rtif . rpf rrif .

bt ut2 =  y iy  1 -  yiy  2 = 2/1(2/1 -  y 2)-

Since yT'1 — yT* is a binomial arising from two tilings of a cubiculated region 

R! of size k — 2 such that R' is a disjoint union of contractible regions, we can 

apply our induction hypothesis. Thus, yT'1 — yT* is generated by quadratics, 

and consequently, so is BTltT2-

Case 2: The comer is covered by a 4-cycle as in Figure 1.11.

I 3

—T“* *

• • •

Figure 1.11: The case where the corner is covered by a 4-cycle.

In this case, we can obtain two smaller tilings

T[ = T i \  {1,3} T' =  T2 \ {  2,4},

such that T[ and Tj tile a subregion C obtained by removing the four
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squares corresponding to the vertices in the 4-cycle. By definition we get 

Bti , t2 — yTl ~ yTi- Notice we can write B tut 2 in the following form

yTi _  yr 2 _  yT '(ym-  2/22/4) + 2/22/4(2/̂  -  yTh-

Since the binomial y T'1 — y T2 arises from two tilings of a contractible cubiculated 

region of size k — 4, it is generated by quadratics and thus B tX)t 2 is generated 

by quadratics.

Case 3: The corner o f G r  is covered by three edges o f a square.

In this case, there are four possible configurations that are illustrated in Figure 

1.12 and Figure 1.13.

• • • • • •

Figure 1.12: Case 3.1 Two of the three edges belong to T\.
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Figure 1.13: Case 3.2 Two of the three edges belong T2.

In all four of these configurations, the edge e is a boundary flip chord of UT2, 

thus we can apply Proposition 1.34 and our induction hypothesis to obtain the 

desired result.

Case 4: The comer square of G r  is covered by exactly two edges from 7\ U T2. See 

Figure 1.1 f .

Figure 1.14: The corner is covered with exactly two edges from Ti U T2

In this case, we fix the north-west vertical edge to be from The arguments 

for the cases where north-west vertical edge is from T2 are similar due to 

symmetry. Notice that since the corner square of G r  is covered by exactly two
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edges of Ti U T2 and each vertex in Ti U T2 has degree two, then the north edge 

of the square to the right of the corner square is contained in T\ U T2. This is 

the most complicated case, and we will proceed by considering all the ways 

the south-east vertex of the corner square and its neighbor to the east can be 

covered.

(a) The vertex immediately to the south-east of the north-west vertex is covered 

by a horizontal 2-cycle. This configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.15.

• • •

Figure 1.15: Case 4(a). The vertex immediately to the south-east of the north-west 

vertex is covered by a horizontal 2-cycle.

In this case, let T[ =  T\ \{3,4} U {e, /} . Then

b Tut 2 =  2/TlN{3,4} (2/32/4 -  VeVf) +  (yT' -  y Ti)

=  2/TA{3,4} (2/32/4 -  +  B T'vt2-
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Since B t> t2 is a binomial arising from two tilings of R  with a local corner 

configuration as in Case 3, it is generated by quadratics and thus 

is generated by quadratics.

(b) The vertex immediately to the south-east of the north-west vertex is tra

versed with matching colors. This configuration is illustrated in Figure 

1. 16.

4
*

Figure 1.16: Case 4(b). The vertex immediately to the south-east of the north-west 

vertex is traversed with matching colors

In this case, let T[ = T\ \  {3,5} U {e, /} . Then

B Ti,t2 =  yTA{3’5}(2/32/5 -  2/e2 +  (2/1* -

=  2/TA{3,5} (2/32/5 -  +  B t^t2-

Since BT>i T2 is a binomial arising from two tilings of R  with a local corner 

configuration as in Case 3, it is generated by quadratics and thus Bta,t2
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is generated by quadratics.

(c) The vertex immediately to the south-east of the north-west vertex is tra

versed with non-matching colors. Illustrated in Figure 1.17.

Figure 1.17: Case 4(c). The vertex immediately to the south-east of the north-west 

vertex is traversed with non-matching colors.

Let us denote the cycle containing {1, 2,3} as C\ and the cycle containing 

{4,5} as C .̂ Note that {1,2,3} and {4,5} must be contained in disjoint 

cycles. To see this, assume the five edge are from the same cycle. Then 

either of the edges connecting edge 3 and edge 5 would be a chord. Since 

all chords of any cycle of G r  are even, this would imply edge 3 and edge 

5 are the same color, and thus we have a contradiction.

Next note that since C\ and C2 are disjoint C2 is nested entirely inside C\. 

Let B! be obtained by R  by deleting the squares corresponding to the 

vertices outside of C2 (viewing G r  as the 1-skeleton of R  embedded in the
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Euclidean plane), equivalently, R' is the cubiculated region corresponding 

to C2 and its interior.

Let T[ be the subset of edges of Ti that cover vertices of Note that 

by construction T[ is a perfect matching of Gr> Simarly, let V2 be the 

subset of edges of T2 that cover vertices of Then we have

B Ti,t2 = y TlXT'(y T' -  y T*) +  (yT^ T'y T* -  y T2)-

Since R! is contractible with size less than k, the binomial yT  ̂ — yT* is 

generated by quadratics. Furthermore, since (Ti \  T{) U T and T2 are two 

tilings with a local corner configuration as Case 4(b), yTl\Tiy T 2 — yT2 is 

generated by quadratics. Therefore, B ti,t2 is generated by quadratics.

We now handle all the cases where the vertex immediately to the south-east of 

the north-west vertex is covered by a vertical 2-cycle.

(d) Two parallel vertical 2-cycles. This case is illustrated in Figure 1.18.
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2 ^ 3 2 « .3 »

* 7~*

Figure 1.18: Case 4(d). Performing two flips on a corner configuration that contains 

two 2-cycles

Let

Then,

=  7\ \  {3,4,5} U { /,9 , ft} ^ = T 2 \{e}

B j v t ,  =  -  yeyt) + y T' ' t<l'l'i (viVe -  +  (yT‘ -  yTi)-

Since the binomial yT'1 — yT* is a binomial arising from two tilings of R  with a 

local corner configuration as in Case 3, it is generated by quadratics and thus 

Bti,t2 is generated by quadratics.

(e) A vertical 2-cycle and, a traversed vertex with matching colors. Figure 1.19.
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Figure 1.19: Case 4(e). A vertical 2-cycle and a traversed vertex with matching 

colors.

Let

7l =  T1 \{ 3 ,5 ,6 } U { /,s ,h }  7 ? = T 2.

Then

Brito = 2/TlX{5,6}(?/52/6 -  yeVf) + yT^ {3'5'6}u{f}(yeyi -

+(yTi- y T>).

Since T[ and are tilings of R  with a local configuration as in Case 3, yT'1 — yT* 

is generated by quadratics and thus so is Btut2-

(f) A vertical 2-cycle and a traversed vertex with opposite colors. Figure 1.20.
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Figure 1.20: Case 4(f). A vertical 2-cycle and a traversed vertex with opposite colors. 

Let

T[ =  Ti T' =  r 2 \{ 5 ,6 } U { e ,/} .

Then,

B tut2 =  ?/T2U5,6}(?/5?/6 - VeVf) + {y1'1 -  yT*)-

Notice T[ and T\are tilings of R  that fit Case 4(c), so yT'1 — y * is generated 

by quadratics, and thus, so is BTuTi.

Now we handle the cases where we have a vertical 2-cycle and a horizontal 2-cycle 

(See Figure 1-4-2). Since every vertex has degree 2 in Gr then we know that the edge 

labeled 1 must be adjacent to blue edge going south or west, which splits these cases 

into two natural groups. We start with the case where the south edge is chosen.



Figure 1.21: A vertical 2-cycle and a horizontal 2-cycle covering the internal vertices.

(g) South edge is chosen. See Figure
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Figure 1.22: Case 4(g). Two adjacent north-south edges extending from corner.

In this case, we will perform a flip as illustrated in Figure 1.22. Let

T[ = T i T '  = T2

Then

BTi ,t2 = yT̂ {a’5}(yay5 + -  yTh-

Since BT̂  = yTi — yT2 is generated by quadratics as shown in Case 3, we 

have that Btut2 is generated by quadratics.

Now we will consider the cases where the edge to the west, labeled a in Figure 

1.23, is chosen.
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In order to explore this case we must expand our view of by considering the 

next column of vertices. We know that the edge labeled is parallel to a 2-cycle and 

every vertex in 7\ U T% has degree 2. Thus, there exists an edge b to the right of 4 

that will be colored red. The cases will be enumerated based on the possible coverings 

of the highlighted vertex in Figure 1.23.

Figure 1.23: Expanding our view of Ti U T2.

Since we have seen how flip moves correspond to quadratics, for m ost o f  these  

cases we will show how a sequence of flips can transform Ti UT2 configuration 

in a previous case or to a configuration with a boundary flip chord.

(h) Edge extending south from edge b. See Figure
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Figure 1.24: Case 4(h). Edge extending south from edge

Performing a single flip as illustrated in Figure 1.24 moves us to configuration 

with a boundary flip chord, and we can apply Proposition 1.34. we may 

assume that there is a blue horizontal edge {h}. We still need to consider 

several subcases where the highlighted vertex in Figure is covered by a 

vertical 2-cycle which we label {d}.

(i) The vertices south and parallel to the edge labeled 6 are covered by two vertical 

2-cycles. See Figure 1.25.
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H P  « d

A  A
e e f  f

o :

t 2   i   4   *   * .

r *  *

Figure 1.25: Case 4(i). The vertices south and parallel to the edge labeled 6 are 

covered by two vertical 2-cycles.

Notice that we have a collection of five 2-cycles, we first will move the red 

edges to form an interior 10-cycle. Let

Ti = { e ,/,d ,5 ,6 }  =

and let

T" =  (Ti \  T[) U T' T" =  T2.
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Then, we have

B tuT, =  f ' yV '  ~ Vn ) +  -  VI? ).

Since T[ and T2 tile a contractible cubiculated region B! of size less than k, 

the binomial (yTi — yT*) is generated by quadratics. Furthermore, yT" — yT* 

is generated by quadratics by Case 4.3. Therefore, is generated by

quadratics.

(j) The edge south of {6}, belongs to a horizontal 2-cycle. See Figure 1.26.

2 3 4 b h +--~—•

■: 'O' X -o-:
2 3 ^ 4  b ^ h   «

w e y « — ---

Figure 1.26: Case 4(j). The edge south of {6}, belongs to a horizontal 2-cycle.
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In this case, we move the red edges of the four 2-cycles to obtain an 8-cycle, 

and the proof follows similarly to Case 4(i).

(k) An edge south of {6} that is colored blue and not part of a 2-cycle. See Figure

1.27.

I 6

Figure 1.27: Case 4(k). An edge south of {6} that is colored blue and not part of a 

2-cycle.

Flipping the edges {6, to {w,u} as in Figure 1.27 gives us a configuration as 

in Case 4(f).
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(1) An edge south of {6} that is colored red and not part of a 2-cycle. See Figure

1.28.

Figure 1.28: Case 4(1). An edge south of {6} that is colored red and not part of a 

2-cycle.

Flipping the red edges {6 , g} to {u, v} as in Figure 1.27 gives us a configuration 

as in Case 4(e). This concludes the cases where the marked vertex is covered 

by a 2-cycle.

(m) Vertex is covered by a horizontal 2-cycle. See Figure 1.29.

o o
2 .......1 .....< b

X
* w

1 9

6

• +

Figure 1.29: Case 4(m). Vertex is covered by a horizontal 2-cycle.
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Flipping {4,6} to {x, z ]and {h,i} to {w,y}  as in Figure 1.29 results in a 

configuration with a boundary flip chord.

(n) Vertex is covered a horizontal blue edge and a vertical edge red. See Figure 

1.30.

Figure 1.30: Case 4(n). Vertex is covered a horizontal blue edge and a vertical edge 

red.

Let {m, v] be the edges replacing {h, i} after performing a flip. The configura

tion has the form of Case 4(h).

(o) Vertex is covered a vertical blue edge and a horizontal red edge. See Figure 1.31.



Figure 1.31: Case 4(o). Vertex is covered a vertical blue edge and a horizontal red 

edge.

This is handled using an argument similar to case 4(c).

By an exhaustive case study, we have shown is generated by quadratics for all

possible corner configurations of Ti U T2. □

1.4.3 Implying Thurston

We can see that Theorem 1.35 gives us the following corollary,

C orollary 1.36. Any two tilings of a contractible proper 2D homogeneous cubical 

complex are flip-connected.

Proof. This follows by combining Corollary 1.26 and Theorem 1.35. □
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Chapter 2 

Polytopes and Matroids

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Polytopes

Some of the nicest and most well understood polytopes around are convex and 

simplicial.

Definition 2.1. A d-dimensional convex polytope P  is the convex hull of finitely 

many points in Rd. Equivalently, P  can be described as the bounded intersection of 

finitely many hyperplanes.

Definition 2 .2 . A simplicial d-dimensional polytope for > 3 dimensions contains 

only triangular faces ( simplices).

Definition 2.3. A d-dimensional face of P  is the intersection ft where is a 

supporting hyperplane (a hyperplane such that P  lies completely to one side of H).
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Definition 2.4. The f-vector f (P)  =  (/o, / i ,  • • •, fd) is a vector such that equals 

the number of i-dimensional faces of P.

One can further encode this information as the h-vector ) =  (h0, h i , . . . ,  hd) 

via the relation

^ 2  fi-i(* -  =  hixd~i-
i = 0 i = 0

Note, this relation holds because P  is simplicial and convex.

It was conjectured by McMullen [14] and subsequently proven by Billera-Lee, 

and Stanley [4], [5], and [20] that /-vectors of simplicial polytopes can be fully 

characterized by the ^-theorem. The ^-theorem determines whether a vector of 

positive integers is indeed the /-vector of some simplicial polytope.

2.1.2 Sufficient Subsets of the /-vector

The Dehn-Sommerville relations condense the /-vector into the ^-vector, which has 

length [ .  This raises the question: Which ( [ )-subsets of the /-vector of a 

general simplicial polytope are sufficient to determine the whole /-vector?

Definition 2.5. Define a Dehn-Sommerville basis to be a minimal subset S  such 

that { f a \ i £  5 } determines the entire /-vector for any simplicial polytope.

Exam ple 2.1. Using the ^-theorem one can check that /(P i)  =  (1,8,27,38,19) 

and / (P 2) =  (1) 9,28,38,19) are /-vectors of two different simplicial 4—polytopes.
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Therefore the entries f (P)  = (1, *, *, 38,19) do not determine a simplicial /-vector 

uniquely, and {1,4,5} is not a Dehn-Sommerville basis in dimension 4.

The following work was done in collaboration with Anastasia Chavez. In this 

paper we prove the following theorem.

Theorem  2.6. /?/ The Dehn-Sommerville bases of dimension 2 are precisely the 

upstep sets of the Dyck paths of length 2(n +  1).

A similar description holds for the Dehn-Sommerville bases of dimension 2n — 1.

2.1.3 Matroids

A matroid is a combinatorial object that generalizes the notion of independence. We 

provide the definition in terms of bases; there are several other equivalent axiomatic 

definitions available. For a more complete study of matroids see Oxley [17].

Definition 2.7. A matroid Mis a pair ( ) consisting of a finite set E  and a 

nonempty collection of subsets B =  B(M)  of E,  called the bases of M, that satisfy 

the following properties:

(Bl) B 0̂

(B2) (Basis exchange axiom) If Bi, B2 E Band e — _B2, then there exists an

element 62 £ B 2 — Bi such that B\ — {61} U {62} € B.
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Exam ple 2 .2 . A key example is the matroid M(A)  of a matrix A. Let be a x 

matrix of rank d over a field K.  Denote the columns of by a x, a 2, . . . ,  an E K d. 

Then B  C [n] is a basis of M{A)  on the ground set [n] if {a; | i E B}  forms a linear 

basis for K d.

2.1.4 The Dehn-Sommerville relations

Definition 2.8. Let Pbe a d-dimensional simplicial polytope, that is, a polytope 

whose facets are simplices. Then define f (P)  = ( /- i ,  /o, / i ,  • • • > to be the 

f-vector of P  where is the number of i-dimensional faces of P. It is convention 

that /_  i =  1.

Definition 2.9. For k E [0, d], the h-vector of a simplicial polytope is a sequence 

with elements

2=0 '  '

Definition 2.10. The g-vector of a simplicial polytope is a sequence where 1 

and gi = h i -  hi-i for i E [1, [fj]-

The Dehn-Sommerville relations can be stated most simply in terms of the 

h-vector.
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T heorem  2.11. [13] The h-vector of a simplicial d-polytope satisfies

hk = hd~k

for k =  0,1, . . .  ,d.

We now discuss a matrix reformation of Theorem 

Definition 2.12. The Dehn-Sommerville matrix, is defined by

for d€ N.

T heorem  2.13. [6] Let P  be a simplicial d-polytope, and let f  and g denote its f

and g-vectors. Then

g - M d = f.

Label the columns of Md from 1 to d +  1. Just as in the previous example, we 

can define the Dehn-Sommerville matroid of rank d, , to be the pair +  1], 

where BG Bif Bis a collection of columns associated with a non-zero maximal

minor.
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Exam ple 2.3. Let d =  4. Then

Ma =

1 5 10 10 5 

0 1 4  6 3

0 0 1 2  1

and the bases of DS± are

B =  {123, 124, 125, 134, 135}

where basis i jk  refers to the submatrix formed by columns and k in M4.

Definition 2.14. Define the graph DS<* to be a directed graph (or digraph), as 

shown in Figure where all horizontal edges are directed east and all vertical edges 

are directed north.

1

4
3

2
1

(aJDSs

10
9
a
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

4
3

2

11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

(b) DSio

Figure 2.1: The Dehn-Sommerville graphs for odd and even values of d.
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D efinition 2.15. Number the nodes along the southwest border 1, . . . ,  [ - p i  in 

bold, and call them sources. Number the nodes along the east border 1, . . . ,  +  1, 

and call them sinks. A routing is a set of vertex-disjoint paths on a digraph.

Considering the collection of routings on DSd produces the following theorem.

T heorem  2.16. A subset BC [d + 1] is a basis of if and only if there is a 

routing from the source set U ^^ j] to the sink set B  in the graph DS^.

Proof Bjorklund and Engstrom [3] found a way to give positive weights to the edges of 

DSd so that Md is the path matrix of DS^; that is, entry (Md)ij equals the sum of the 

product of the weights of the paths from source i to sink Then, by the Lindstrom-

is the sumGessel-Viennot lemma CITE, the determinant of columns , . . . ,  ai
r ~~2~ i

of the product of weights of the routing from the source nodes ij < • • • < i rd±n to

W

W I
the sink nodes d+li. It follows that the determinant is non-zero if and only

if there is a routing. □

Exam ple 2.4. Continuing with d = 4, we see the destination sets of the routings 

on digraph DS4 match with the bases of D S 4 found in Example.

•Ei .-B ■-£2 •-Ei
Figure 2.2: The bases for
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2.1.5 The Catalan Matroid

Definition 2.17. For nG N, a Dyck path of length 2 is a path in the plane from

(0 , 0) to (2n, 0) with upsteps, (1, 1), and downsteps, (1, —1), that never falls below the

z-axis. The number of Dyck paths of length 2 is counted by the Catalan numbers 

n  — i (2n\~  n+l \nJ-

Definition 2.18. [1, 8] The Catalan matroid, Cn, is a matroid with a ground set of 

[2n] whose bases are the upstep sets of the Dyck paths of length 2n.

Exam ple 2.5. Let n =  3. Then the bases of the Catalan matroid are the upstep 

sets of the following Dyck paths of length 6:

/  \  / A  A \  A ^ \ A W

B =  {123,124,125,134,135}

Figure 2.3: All Dyck paths of length 6 .
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2.2 Result

[?] The Dehn-Sommerville matroids are obtained from the Catalan matroids by 

removing trivial elements:

DS2n — Cn+i \ ( 2n +  2) and DS2n- i  Cn+i \ l \ ( 2n +  2) for n e N .

Note that 1 is a coloop and 2n + 2 is a loop in Cn+i.

To prove our main result, we first set the stage with some preliminary lemmas. 

We first show there is a close connection between odd and even Dehn-Sommerville 

matroids. We then characterize the bases of the Dehn-Sommerville and Catalan 

matroids, respectively. Finally, we prove our main result.

Lem m a 2.19. The bases of the Dehn-Sommerville matroid DS2n are in bijection 

with the bases of the Dehn-Sommerville matroid More precisely, DS2n =

DS2n- i  ® C, where C is a coloop.

Proof. For the graph D S2n, any path leaving the top source node =  +  1

must first travel east along the only edge leaving it. To satisfy the condition that 

all paths in a routing are vertex-disjoint, any path leaving all other source nodes, 

excluding 1 , must also first travel east. Source node 1 is forced to have the trivial 

path. Thus, the horizontal edges from every source node, excluding 1 , can be 

contracted without affecting the potential destinations of the routings. This results 

in a graph equal to the graph DS2n- i  with an added vertical edge extending from
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the bottom.

It follows that the number of bases of DS2n is equal to the number of bases of 

DS2n-  1 and there exists a bijection between the bases; namely,

{1 , b2, b s , . . . ,  bn} i-> {62 — 1,63 — 1 ,..., 6n — 1},

where {1, b2, 63, ,  bn} is a basis of DS2n. □

Lem m a 2.20. [21] Let ax < a2 <■■■< an be the upsteps of a lattice path of

length 2 n.Then P  is a Dyck path if and only if

Oi =  1, a2< 3, 04 < 5 , . . . ,  an <  2n — 1.

Lem m a 2.21. Let B  = {b\ < b2 < • • • < b 1} be a subset of +  1]. Then B  is a 

basis of DS2n if and only i f  bx =  1, b2 <3 ,63 < 5, . . . ,  1 < 2n + 1.

Proof. First let us prove the forward direction. Assume B = {bi < b2 < ■ ■ ■ < bn+x} 

is a basis of DS2n. Assume bi > 2 i .Notice that the northwest diagonal starting at 

sink 2 ihas n — ivertices (excluding sink 2i). If there was a routing, the n + 1 — i 

paths starting at source nodes i +  1 , . . . ,  n +  1 would pass through this northwest 

diagonal, which forms a bottleneck of width n — i, contradicting the presence of 

a routing. Thus, assuming a routing exists from sources [i] to sinks the

remaining source nodes i +  1 , . . . ,  n +  1 can only be routed if < 1. See the

below image for an example of a sink set that creates a bottleneck when 2n =  10
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and 64 =  8 .

To prove the other direction, assume b\ =  1, 62 < 3 ,63 < 5, . . . ,  bn+i < 2n + 1. 

Construct a routing sequentially from the bottom, making each path as low as 

possible. All routings must begin with 61 =  1. For each i, we need to check whether 

the number of nodes remaining on the northwest diagonal containing bi is greater 

than or equal to the number of remaining sink nodes. Since < 1, then by our

previous argument no bottlenecks are formed and this gives us a valid routing, so 

B  =  {61 < 62 < • • • < K+i} is a basis of D52n- □

2.2.1 Proof of Theorem

Proof of Theorem 2.2. This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.19, 2.20, and 2.21.

□

Note that Theorem 2.6 describes in words the bases of the matroids involved in 

Theorem 2.2.
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Figure 2.4: Bottleneck prevents a routing for sinks (1,3 ,5 ,8 , *, *) for =  2n =  10

R em ark. Bjorner [7] conjectured and Bjorklund and Engstom [3] proved that 

is totally non-negative, which implies DSd is a positroid. A corollary to our main 

theorem is that the Catalan matroid is a positroid, a result recently discovered by 

Pawlowski [18] via pattern avoiding permutations. Thus, there are several positroid 

representations introduced by Postnikov [19] that can be used to further represent 

the Catalan matroid.

Using Lemma 2.21, one can verify that the decorated permutation corresponding 

to the positroid Cn+i is
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135 •• • (2 n +  1)246 • • • (2n) when = Cn+1\(2  +  2)

246 • • • (2n)135 • • • (2n — 1) when Cn+i \ l \ ( 2n +  2)

for n e  N.

We can use this relation to obtain the Grassmann necklace, Le diagram and 

juggling pattern corresponding to Cn+i.
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